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ASSOCIATIONS
Simone Riley, Department of Art & Design, Northeastern Illinois University, Chicago, IL 60625
My presentation will be in the form of a 12 minute artist talk about the work in my first solo
exhibition titled Associations. As a musician and designer, my first instinct was to combine my
two interests by designing concert posters for the concerts that are now virtual due to the
pandemic. I was always inspired by the various music posters that I’ve seen around Chicago, so I
think that has always played a big role in my direction of art and the art I want to create. The
music and performing industry is really struggling due to the pandemic, so this is my idea of
shedding light on the artists that are being overlooked right now. The ideas behind these posters
are me exploring my creative voice while also designing each poster for each artist and not
having just a template piece that I stick every musician in. I encompass a fragment of the
musicians in their posters by designing each piece with different themes in mind, and using my
knowledge of graphic design to showcase these themes. These pieces also relate extremely well
to my bigger portfolio of work because I use the same themes such as color exploration,
typography focus, and playful compositions in all of my design work. It is important to me to
have these pieces designed virtually because I believe I can hone in on my skill and truly
articulate all of my thoughts and ideas with the use of graphics. I risograph print some of these
posters to further enhance my exploration where it seems to fit, such as my poster for the artist
Glass Animals. Risograph printing makes you put your ego to the side and let the machine work
the magic because it is not perfect, while also giving me extremely vibrant and slightly-chaotic
colors that really work with some of my established themes. My design process relates heavily
on having a fun and interesting composition, while also having it be extremely organized and
legible. Because of my use of graphic design for this project, I am able to effectively portray my
interest and love of art, combined with my skill and passion for design.

